Potential Questions for PI during the DHHS Space Reviews:
Period of Review: July 1, 2018 – June 30, 2019

1. Has there been a change (increase/decrease) in the space assigned to you?

2. What is your funding source (Federal/Non-Federal)?

3. How many people are in your labs?

4. Any unfunded students assigned bench space in space identified as research? Anybody working without funding or is between funding in this space?

5. Any visiting scientists using your research space? If yes, what is their funding source?

6. What is your estimate of a distribution of your effort (% instruction, research, admin, all other)?

7. Do you anticipate a change in future funding?

8. What is the primary funding source of your equipment purchases (Federal/State)?

9. Do you have research/training awards?

10. Do you currently have or been given in the past startup/seed money or bridge funding?

11. How was the space survey conducted? How were space allocations determined?

12. Are there faculty using your labs and paid from other departments?